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                     Math 10w CHAPTER 1 REVIEW

Multiple Choice
Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.

____ 1. Samir can type 85 words per minute. How long will it take him to type 2800 words?  Round to the 
nearest minute.

a. 27 minutes c. 33 minutes
b. 41 minutes d. 40 minutes

____ 2. A dirt bike with a 2-stroke engine requires 15 L of gas to be mixed with 1.5 L of oil. How much oil 
will you need to mix with 25 L of gas to fill up your dirt bike? Round to 1 decimal place.

a. 250.0 L of oil c. 0.9 L of oil
b. 2.5 L of oil d. 3.0 L of oil

____ 3. Athena  runs the 1.5 km race in 4 minutes and 40 seconds. If her pace stays the same, how long 
will it take her to run 5 km? Round to 2 decimal places.

a. 15.56 minutes c. 12.45 minutes
b. 17.12 minutes d. 18.67 minutes

____ 4. 30 calculators cost $174.00.  How much does 1 calculator cost?

a. $5.17 c. $2.90
b. $9.28 d. $5.80

____ 5. It cost Steve $135.75 to buy 15 albums from an online music store.  How much did 1 album cost?

a. $14.48 c. $4.53
b. $1.66 d. $9.05
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____ 6. Ned is a  pool cleaner.  He offers a deal in which he charges $1000.00 to clean your pool 20 times.  
How much money do you save per cleaning using the deal if it regularly costs $55.00 for one 
cleaning?

a. $100.00 c. $50.00
b. $5.00 d. $10.00

____ 7. If 12 bananas cost $4.68, how much does 1 banana cost?

a. $0.39 c. $0.35
b. $0.31 d. $0.55

____ 8. If 3 kg of tomatoes costs $10.20, how much will you pay for 8 kg?

a. $27.20 c. $21.76
b. $32.64 d. $27.70

____ 9. Lucinda wants to make $6.00 on every arrangement of flowers she sells. If it costs her $10.00 to 
prepare an arrangement, by what percentage will she mark up the price?

a. 60% c. 59%
b. 70% d. 167%

____ 10. A video game costs $48.99. What is the total price when you add 12% HST?

a. $54.87 c. $52.42
b. $51.44 d. $5.88

____ 11. Ulysses is purchasing a new car with a price of $20899.00. He lives in Alberta, where there is no 
provincial tax and GST is 5%. Calculate how much tax he must pay on his new car.

a. $21943.95 c. $22361.93
b. $1462.93 d. $1044.95
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____ 12. Glenda makes and sells jewellery. If it costs her $16.00 to make a necklace and she marks up the 
price by 160%, for how much will she sell the necklace?

a. $49.92 c. $41.60
b. $33.28 d. $62.40

____ 13. What would you have to pay for a new pair of jeans that cost $34.24 if you live in Yellowknife, 
NWT, where the only tax is 5% GST?

a. $39.55 c. $43.14
b. $35.95 d. $28.76

____ 14. Calculate the sale price of a duvet that regularly sells for $149.00 and is on sale for 35% off.

a. $135.59 c. $77.48
b. $96.85 d. $201.15

____ 15. A DVD player is regularly priced at $139.00. Its sale price is $104.25. What is the discount rate, as 
a percent?

a. 25% c. 20%
b. 95% d. 30%

____ 16. A video game system is regularly priced at $299.00. Its sale price is $254.15. What is the discount 
rate, as a percent?

a. 85% c. 20%
b. 10% d. 15%

____ 17. 1 Norwegian krone is worth $0.207 CAD. If you have 375 kroner, how many Canadian dollars can 
you exchange them for?

a. $77.63 c. $1630.43
b. $85.39 d. $55.20
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____ 18. 1 Swiss franc is worth $1.05 CAD. If you have 1075 Swiss francs, how many Canadian dollars can 
you exchange them for?

a. $1128.75 c. $0.98
b. $1241.62 d. $921.43

____ 19. If Linda purchased 10 820 Thailand bhat for $380.00 CAD, what was the bank’s selling rate?

a. 0.028096 c. 0.03512
b. 28.473684 d. 0.05268

____ 20. If Cody sold 10 750 Singapore dollars for $7925.76 CAD, what was the bank’s buying rate?

a. 1.10592 c. 1.356337
b. 0.589824 d. 0.73728

Short Answer

 1. The ratio of Grant’s weight to Gregory’s weight is 6:7. If Gregory weighs 115 kg, how much does 
Grant weigh?

 2. Many big screen TVs have an aspect ratio of 16:9. This means that for every 16 inches of width, 
the TV will be 9 inches high. Calculate the height of a TV that is 27 inches wide.

 3. Some computer monitors have an aspect ratio of 4:3. This means that for every 4 inches of width, 
the monitor is 3 inches high. Calculate the width of a monitor that is 24 inches high.

 4. An office supply store sells a package of 16 pens for $4.19. Write this as a unit rate.

 5. A cement masonry apprentice earns $375.00 for 16 hours worked. Write this as a unit rate.
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 6. Organize the prices below from lowest to highest unit rate.

355 mL of pop $0.44
2 L of pop $1.39
1 L of pop $0.64

 7. One type of fabric costs $8.78 for 1 m of fabric and another costs $42.25 for 5 m of fabric. Which 
fabric has the lower cost per metre?

 8. The retail price of a refrigerator is $1719.00. Calculate the PST, the GST, and the final price if the 
refrigerator is sold in Manitoba.

Tax Rates

PST GST

Alberta 0% 5%
British Columbia HST 12%
Manitoba 7% 5%
Northwest Territories 0% 5%

Nunavut 0% 5%

Saskatchewan 5% 5%

Yukon 0% 5%

 9. Use the following chart to calculate the cost of buying 2 T-shirts, 2 pairs of shoes, and 4 pairs of 
jeans.

Clothing Article Wholesale Price Markup

T-Shirt $17.50 15%
Shoes $77.50 65%
Jeans $45.00 30%

 10. The cost of a new sledge hammer is $42.99. It is on sale for $32.24. What is the discount, as a 
percent?
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 11. The cost of purchasing ceiling fans at a wholesaler depends on the number you buy:

If you buy fewer than 5 fans, they cost the regular price of $179.99 each.
If you buy 6 to 10 fans, you receive 7% off. 
If you buy 11 to 20 fans, you get 19% off.

Calculate the price of buying 3 ceiling fans in Manitoba, where 7% PST and 5% GST are applied.

 12. Pablo is visiting Canada from Mexico. He is renting a hotel room for 4 nights in Vancouver. The 
cost of the hotel room is $75.00 CAD per night. Pablo exchanges his pesos for Canadian dollars at 
a bank in Canada. The bank buys pesos at $0.19779 CAD and sells pesos at $0.08087 CAD. How 
much will the hotel cost him, in pesos?

Problem

 1. The Grow In is a local organic food store. The store buys berries from local farmers for $3.49/L and 
marks up the price by 50%. 

If the farmers increase their price to $4.19/L but the store uses the same markup rate, what will be 
the retail price of the berries?
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Answer Section

MULTIPLE CHOICE

 1. C

 2. B

 3. A

 4. D

 5. D

 6. B

 7. A

 8. A

 9. A

 10. A

 11. D

 12. C

 13. B

 14. B

 15. A

 16. D

 17. A

 18. A

 19. C

 20. D

SHORT ANSWER

 1. Write Grant’s weight to Greg’s weight as a proportion

6
7
=

Grant's weight

115kg

115×
6
7
=

Grant's weight

115kg
×115

115×
6
7
=Grant's weight

98.57=Grant's weight

Grant weighs 98.57 kg.
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 2. Set up a proportion to solve for x, the height of the TV.
27
x
=

16
9

9×x×
27
x
=

16
9
×x×9

9×27 =16x

9×27
16

= x

15.19 = x

The TV will be 15.19 inches high.

 3. Set up a proportion to solve for x, the width of the monitor.
4
3
=

x

24

24×
4
3
=

x

24
×24

24×
4
3
= x

32 = x

The computer monitor will be 32 inches wide.

 4. One pen costs $0.26.

 5. Wages are $23.44 per hour.

 6. Calculate the unit prices.

355 mL of pop:  0.44 ÷ 355 = $0.001239/mL
2 L of pop:  1.39 ÷ 2000 = $0.000695/mL
1 L of pop:  0.645 ÷ 1000 = $0.000645/mL

Lowest to highest in unit rate:
1 L of pop
2 L of pop
355 mL of pop

 7. Convert the second fabric to a unit price.

$42.25
5

= $8.45/m

The second fabric costs less per metre.
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 8. Convert 7% to a decimal.
7 ÷ 100 = 0.07

Calculate how much PST you will pay.
$1719.00×0.07= $120.33

The PST is $120.33.

Convert 5% to a decimal.
5 ÷ 100 = 0.05

Calculate how much GST you will pay.
$1719.00×0.05= $85.95

The GST is $85.95.

Calculate the price including tax.
$1719.00 + $85.95 + $120.33 = $1925.28

The cost of the new refrigerator with PST and GST is $1925.28.
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 9. Calculate the retail price per unit for each clothing item.

T-shirts:

Find 15% of $17.50.
0.15×$17.50 =$2.62

Retail price:
$17.50 + $2.62 = $20.12

One T-Shirt will cost $20.12.

Shoes:

Find 65% of $77.50.
0.65×$77.50= $50.38

Retail price:
$77.50 + $50.38 = $127.88

One pair of shoes will cost $127.88.

Jeans:

Find 30% of $45.00.
0.30×$45.00= $13.50

Retail price:
$45.00 + $13.50 = $58.50

One pair of jeans will cost $58.50.

Calculate the total bill.
(2×$20.12)+ (2×$127.88)+ (4×$58.50) =$530.00

The cost will be $530.00.

 10. Calculate the dollar amount of the discount.
$42.99 – $32.24 = $10.75

Calculate what percentage $10.75 is of $42.99.
$10.75÷$42.99×100= 25

The sledge hammer has been reduced in price by 25%.

 11. You will be charged the regular price on the ceiling fans.

cost = (3×$179.99)×1.12

cost =$604.77

Buying the fans will cost $604.77.
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 12. Calculate the cost of the hotel in CAD.
$75.00CAD/night×4nights = $300.00

The bank is buying the pesos from Pablo, so use the buying rate.
$300.00 ÷ 0.19779 = 1517 pesos

The hotel will cost Pablo 1517 pesos.

PROBLEM

 1. Calculate the retail price of the berries.

newretailprice = increasedwholesaleprice× (1+markupas adecimal)

newretailprice =$4.19× (1+0.50)

newretailprice =$6.29/L

The new retail price will be $6.29/L.


